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The purpose of this paper is to consider some problems of optimal control 
with constraints on control and state. This is described in a relatively general 
frame involving systems where the state is given by some linear partial 
differential equation. 
We transform each of these problems (called primal control problem) 
by duality, according to Fenchel and Rockafellar formalism [7]. So we 
generally convert it into another control problem called the dual control 
problem which in some limit cases is reduced into a simple optimization 
problem. 
Because of the constraints on the state, the primal control problem is not 
easy from a numerical point of view. On the contrary the dual control problem 
often has no state constraint and consequently it is a natural idea to replace the 
approach of the primal problem by the approach of the dual one, the 
extremality relations of duality theory making the connection between the 
two problems. This last point will be developped in [I 11. 
In this first paper we describe the class of optimal control problems we 
consider and we introduce the duality formalism. Examples are also given. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PRIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM B 
The problem 9 is a control problem we enounce in the following way: 
The state y(v) is an affine continuous function of the control 
y(w) = 2w + Y. 
One minimizes the “cost function” 
* This work is a part of my doctoral thesis (Doctorat es-sciences) to be presented at 
the University of Paris XI-Orsay. 
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over the set of feasible controls 
K = {v E % 1 p1u E Kl and P2y(w) E K,}. 
Thus, the constraints are on control and state. In the following we assume 
K #a. 
Let’s state exactly the functional frame. 
The space % is the Hilbert space of controls; W is the Hilbert space of 
states; &’ is the Hilbert space of observations. Let Q1 and 0s be two Hilbert 
spaces. All these spaces are supposed to be real. 
The operator 3 is linear and continuous from @ into W. One notes 
9 E dp(%, W). One assumes C E U(W, .%); p1 E 9(%, @J; pa E 9(W, @a). 
The set Kl (resp. KJ is a closed convex (eventually bounded) nonempty 
subset of a1 (resp. @J; the hypothesis Kl (resp. K,) bounded in @r (resp. aa) 
will be used in the numerical part [ll] of this work only. Of course, the 
introduction of the bounded set Kl does not exclude the case where there are 
constraints on state only; then we can set Qp, = % and Kl = {0}, pr being the 
operator zero on Q. 
Here is a first example of a control problem of this type: 
EXAMPLE 1. The state y(w) is the solution to 
y-Ay =f+vinQ, 
y = 0 on X?, 
where Sz is a bounded open “regular” set in RN and f EL*(Q). 
The minimization problem is 
where K = {w gL2(Q) 1 / grad y(o)1 < 1 a.e. in 52). 
One verifies that K # (ZI (for it contains -f) and that this control problem 
enters the general frame described above. 
2. THE DUAL PROBLEM 8*; THE RELATIONS BETWEEN B AND B* 
(CASE v > 0) 
2.1. The Dual Problem B* 
By duality according to Fenchel and Rockafellar formalism [7], we shall 
define a control problem B*, which will be simpler than B for the constraint 
will be on control only. 
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Let’s note that we can enounce B in an equivalent way where the state 
depends linearly on the control: 
Z(V) = .Zv is the state equation. 
The minimization problem is 
where K = {v E % I piv E Ki and P.&V) f pay E &}. The function we have 
to minimize is 
Let F: % -+ R defined with F(v) = (v/2) II v 11;; and let 
G:P=@,x@,xd’+]-a++] 
defined with 
with 
(One says that xK, is the indicator function associated with K,), 
GO,) = x& + ~27, 
G(A) = + II ~3 + CY - G II>. 
We define L E 9(%, P) with 
Lv = (PI”, pgv, Cdpv). 
We verify that the minimization problem (that we often denote Inf 9) can 
be written, 
and that F (resp. G) is convex I.s.c. on & (resp. P). 
Then let F* (resp. G*) be the conjugate function [7] of F (resp. G), which is 
convex 1.s.c. on %* (resp. P*). Denoting by L* the conjugate operator of L, 
the dual problem of B according to Fenchel and Rockafellar [7l is 
Sup (-F*(L*p*) - G*(--p*)}, 
p*EP* 
and we often write Sup B*. 
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The following lemma is easy to verify and gives the form of L*, F* and G* 
in the above context. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
L*P* = Pl*Pl* + z*(Pz*Pz* + c*p,*>, 
F*(L*p*) = & llL*~* II>* , 
G*(P*) = ii II ~a* II>* - <p3*9 cy - Xa> - (Pz*> P2Y) 
+ &API*) + 4Jp2*) 
where dKi (i = 1 or 2) denotes the support function of the convex Ki 
Applying this lemma, we derive the problem 9*. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The problem 9” is a control problem, the control is 
p*EP* = !q* x Q2* x X*, and we have to maximize over P* the “cost 
junction” : 
- ; II L*P” II:* - + II P3* II>* - (p,*, cy - Za> - (p,*, PJ> 
- 4+Pl*> - J&(-P**)? 
whereL*p* = Pl*Pl* + p*(Pz*Pz* + C”P,“)- 
Remark that: 
1. The function we have to maximize is a concave one, but “generally” 
neither strictly concave nor coercitive. Thus “generally” we may ensure 
neither existence nor unicity for a solution to B*. 
Furthermore this function is “generally” not differentiable, the functions 
““l;c, being “generally” not differentiable. 
2. The existence of contraints for the control problem 8* may only 
happen if the “cost function” has infinite values. Hence the eventual con- 
straints are on the control p* only, the set of feasible p* being 
{P* E P* I J?&(-P~*) < +a and ds(-p2*) -c +a>. 
1 The brackets are duality brackets (the spaces which interfere are obvious). 
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And under the assumption Ki (resp. K,) is bounded in or (resp. @a), we 
notice that the problem 9 * has no constraint (for dKi(--pi*) < 
SuppieK, II Pi* II II Pi II < +a for any Pi* E Qi* (i = 1 or 2)). 
From a numerical point of view this result is interesting and we shall 
exploit it in [I I]. 
We give two examples with the precise calculation of the problem 8* whose 
“cost function” is neither strictly concave nor coercitive nor differentiable. 
However it yields to the numerical approach we give in [ll]. Then, as an 
example, we show that it is coercitive and strictly concave in the special case 
where there is no constraint on state and where the constraint on control is 
precisely given by v E KY1 . 
1. Let us take again the Example 1 of Section 1: the primal problem i, 
an optimal control problem of a distribuate system (distribuate controls 
observation and constraint). 
One puts 
9 = Ly-2); w = H,1(.Q); Yf = L2(Q); CD1 = L2(Q); CD2 = LyQ)N. 
The operator C is the canonic injection from H,l(Q) into L2(Q); pr = 0; 
pz is the operator 
H,1(.Q) + L”(sz)N 
Y grad y. 
We finally put Ki = (0) and 
K, = {‘p EL2(Q)N / j q2 / < 1 a.e. in !2}. 
In this case L*p* is defined with 
(L*P*, v> = (p*, Lv) 
= (pz*, PL?.EpV) +<p,*, cpv; 
= Jo P,* * grad +> dx + In P,*+> dx 
= R (pa* - divp,*) Z(V) d&x s 
(for z(v) vanishes on X2). 
Then let w( p*) be the solution to 
w-Aw =p,*-divp,*inQ, 
w=o on 82. 
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One derives 
Ja (pa* - divp,*) z(w) dx = lQ (w - dw) z(w) dx = s, (Z(V) - AX(W)) w dx 
(for z(w) and w vanish on X2) ZZZ 
I 
ww dx. 
R 
Hence Js, (L*p*)w dx = Jsa w(p*)w dx, VW ELM, and consequently, 
L*p* = w(p*). 
We immediately obtain Jce,l(-p,*) = 0 and 
J&&-$3*) = ps3$J-p2*, P2> = 
a 
SYP N s, - P2* * P2 dx = s, I P2* I dx. 
f&K 
Then the “cost function” of the dual problem is 
-- ;’ j-: (w(P*>)” dx - + JI, (ps*12 dx -Is, PS*@’ - 4 dx 
- np2**gradYdx-j 
s R I P,” I dx. 
Now, 
j-DPs*Ydx - j)2 * - . grad Y dx = - /n (ps* - divp,*) Y dx 
= - 
I 
n (w(p*) - Aw[p*)) Y dx 
= - 
s 
jY-AY)w(p*)dx 
=- I )4~*) dx- 
Carrying that result in the expression of the “cost function” we find 
-- ;,, j+n (w(P*> + ~‘1” - + Jn (Ps*)” dx + s, P,*z, dx- s, Ip,* I dx 
+ + 1, (f)” dx. 
And we obtain the following: 
The problem B* is the control problem where w( p*) is the state, giwen by 
w-Aw=p, * - div p,* in Q’, 
w=o on X2. 
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After cancelling a constant the maximization problem is 
sup 
(Pa*?P,*) 
I- $ s, (w(P*> f vf )” ds - ; s, (A*)~ dx 
EL’+V”XL*(~) 
+ s,,p3 *zd dx - R I p,” I dx\ . s 
In this example we notice that the cost function of 9* is neither strictly 
concave nor coercitive nor differentiable. However B* has no constraint 
and we shall show in [ll] that the introduction of 8* gives a method of 
numerical approach for 9. 
2. EXAMPLE 2. The primal problem has boundary control, final observa- 
tion and final constraint on state: 
The state y(v) is the solution to: 
@/at - Oy = f in Q = 9 x IO, T[, J? open bounded “regular” set in RN, 
aypn = v on .E = asz x10, T[, 
y(x, 0) = y&) in Q, 
(Yo EL2P) and f EL2(Q)). 
The minimization problem is 
where K = {V ELM / 1 y(T; u)i < 1 a.e. in Sz]. 
One assumes that K f ,B and one puts 
?2 = LZ(I=); w = {y EL2(0, T; Hl(9)) j aypt EL2(0, T; EP(q*)); 
x = L2(sz); Q1 = L2(2); Q2 = L2(sz). 
The operator C is defined with 
w -+ L2($-2) 
Y Y(T). 
We take pi = 0, and p2 = C. At last one puts: Kl = (0) and 
K2 = (9, EL2(C2) 1 1 v 1 < 1 a.e. in L?}. 
Then the operator L* is given by 
(L*p*, v>r = (p*,Lv) = <p3*, p,DLpv) + <p,*, C9v) 
I= jz* +P~*)Q; v)dx. s 
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Let w(p*) be the solution to 
We derive 
-awjat - AW -= 0 in Q, 
awlan = 0 onZ, 
w(T) = p,* + p,* in 52. 
0 = s, I- g - Awl z(v) dx dt 
= 11 
WV) 
Q - - h(v)/ w ax dt - s, w(T) z(T; v) dx at 
+ s, w(0) z(0; v) dx - J-, g z(v) dC + s, w fg dZ 
Thus S,r (L*~*)v dz = Jz WV d2, Vv E L%(Z); hence, 
L*p* = w(p*)l~. 
We have again ~$-(-p~*) = 0, while 
Thus the cost function is 
-- :y s, (w(P*))" dz - + s, (PS*)' dx - s, P,*(W) - 4 dx 
- j-Q~,“Y(TJ dx - s, IP,* I dx. 
Hence we obtain the following: 
The problem 8* is the controlproblem where the state w(p*) is the solution to 
-awlat - AW = 0 in Q, 
awpn =OonZ, 
w(T) =p,*+p,*inJz. 
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The maximization problem is 
And the remark noted in the example 1 about the “cost function” of 8* is 
also valid here. 
3. Let’s show that, when there is a constraint on control only, for the 
primal problem, precisely v E Ki , the “cost function” of 9* is coercitive 
and strictly concave, which implies the existence and unicity of a solution 
to 9*. 
In that case one puts: @r = 42; pr = Id; @a = W; p2 = 0; K, = (0). And 
one has 
L*p* = p,” + z*c*p,*. 
Then the maximization problem of 8* is 
sup 
(P1*,P$*k‘@*x ** i 
- & II p,* + p*c*p,* Ii&* - + !I P,* II>* 
- <pa*, cy - %a - JG1(-P1*)/ 
and we easily show that the function we have to maximize is coercitive and 
strictly concave. 
2.2. The Relations Between B and .Y* (Case v > 0) 
The following is the connection between 9 and B*: 
THEOREM 2.2. 1. The problem 9 has a unique solution (i.e., a unique 
optimal control) v E K. 
2. The problems 9 and 8* have the same extremum (we shall write 
InfB = Sup9*). 
3. If 9* admits a solution (let it be p*) it is connected with the solution 
S? of 9 by the following extremality relations: 
vi? - A$L*p* = 0. 
<pz*, P2Y(W = $gr(ijz*? P2>, with P2YW E K2 7 
Cy(U) - X& + A&&* = 0, 
(where (1% for instance denotes the canonic isomorphism % ---f @‘I*). 
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Conversely if v and p* verify these relations, B is the solution of 9 and p* 
is solution to B*. 
Proof. The result of 1 is classical [4]. As to the points 2 and 3 our proof 
uses a general result of Rockafellar [7] that we recall. 
The problems B and 8* being respectively denoted 
sup {--F*(L*p*) - G*(--p*)}, 
p*EP’ 
where F and G are convex 1.s.c. proper functions, it is shown in [7’j that 
(A) If Inf B > -co and if there exists v0 E % such that F(Q) < + co 
and G continuous at Lv, , then 
(i) The problems B and 8* have the same extremum, 
(ii) 8* has at least one solution. 
(B) If B and B* have the respective solutions B and jY*, the egality 
Inf B = Sup 8* is equivalent to 
F(B) + F*(L*jT*) = (L*jJ*, a), 
G(L@) + G*(+*) = -(fi*,L$. 
Conversely if B and p* verify that system, then 
(i) Inf B = Sup8*, 
(ii) @is solution to B andp* is solution to 9*. 
In the case of the control problem we are interested in, the criterion 
enounced in (A) is not directly available as to the primal problem, for the 
indicative functions may be continuous at no point (that happens for instance 
when Kd has an empty interior (i = 1 or 2)). On the contrary it is available 
as to the dual problem (i.e., we exchange B and 8* in (A) and (B)). In that 
case we have Sup 8* < + co (for it is well known that Sup B* < Inf B and, 
since K # @, Inf 9 < + co); furthermore there exists p,* E P* such that 
G*(--p,*) < $-co and such that F* is continuous at L*p,* (for instance 
pa* = 0). Thus the problems 8* and 9** = 9 (cf. [7]) have the same 
extremum. And as to the proof of point 3, according to (B), it suffices to state 
that the system 
F(u) + F*(L*$*) = CL*@*, B), 
G(Lc) + G*(+*) = -(ji*,Lv) 
derives the announced one. 
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Now the first of these two egalities is 
that is: V?J - A.&‘L*ji* = 0. 
The second one is devided into 
G,(pd + G,*(-$I*) = -(A*, ,@v), 
G(p&%> + &*(-j-z*) = -G*, P$‘~), 
G,(C.Z%) + G2*(-&*) = -(p3*, CLZ%>. 
And these three egalities are equivalent to 
<A”, PI@) = $$~W~ PI>, with PFEK,, 
(A*> P2Y@)> = *;g$p2*, P2h with P2YW E K2 3 
Cy(B) - z(j + /l-j&* = 0. 
Examples 
We take again the examples of Section 2.1 and we write the extremality 
relations for each of them. 
1. EXAMPLE 1. (distribuate control, observation and constraint) 
If 9* admits a solution F*, it is connected with the solution B of 9’ by the 
extremality relations: 
vu - a@*) = 0 in Q, 
i 
&* . (pa - grad y(a)) dx 2 0, VP, ELAN s.t. 1 p, 1 < 1 a.e., 
n 
1 grady( < 1 a.e., 
y(B) - Xd +p,* = 0 in 5;). 
Conversely if 6 and p* verify such relations, 6 is the solution of B and $* is 
solution to 8*. 
2. EXAMPLE 2. (boundary control, final observation and final constraint 
on state). 
The situation is the same as in Example 1, but the extremality relations are 
ti - eo(p*)lr = 0 on .Z, 
I A*(P2 - YK a dx z 0, 
Vp2 E L2(Q) s.t. 1 p, 1 < 1 a.e., 
s-2 
1 y(T; 6) < 1 a.e., 
y(T; q - Zd +p3* = 0 in Q. 
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3. Let us take again the special case where the constraint is on control 
only and is written v E Kl . We have seen in Section 2.1 that in such a case P 
admits a unique solution p*. It is connected with the solution v of 9 by the 
extremality relations: 
vv - &?L*p* = 0, 
(A”, v - q > 0, VVEK,, with VEKI, 
Cy(v) - Zd + L&g&* = 0. 
Conversely, if v and p* verify that system, v is the solution of B and p* 
is the solution of B*. 
For a concrete example (but it’s evidently general!) let us state that we still 
find the usual control-state-adjoint state system (cf. [4]) by cancelling p* 
between these relations. 
We consider the following problem 9: The state y(v) is the solution to 
y - dy = f + v in 52, open bounded “regular” set in RN, 
y = 0 on 8.Q (f ~w9). 
The minimization problem is 
where Kl is a closed convex set in L2(sZ). 
We put @ = L2(i2) = SF and W = &l(Q). Then we derive L*p* = 
p,* + x(ps*) where x(ps*) is the solution to 
x - Ax = p,* in Q, 
x = 0 on i%2. 
And the extremality relations are 
vv - ji1* - x&*) = 0 in Q, 
f .A*(v - u) dx 3 0, VVEK,, with e)EK,, 
y(q-z++&*=o in Q, 
where Y(V) is the solution to 
y-Ay=f+@inQ, 
y = 0 on as, 
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and x( pa*) is the solution to 
x - AX = &* in 52, 
x = 0 on ai-2. 
Cancelling (PI*, pa*) between these relations 
have the usual notations of [4] we obtain: 
y-Ay=f+tiinQ, 
y = 0 on aB, 
P-AP=y-zx,inQ, 
P = 0 on aq 
and putting x = -P to 
s 
(P + Is) (v - 6) dx > 0, VVEKI, with VE&, 
R 
that is the classical control-state-adjoint state system, and we find again that v 
is solution to that system if and only if it is the optimal control of the primal 
problem. 
3. THE CASE Y = 0 
Now we take Y = 0 in the statement of the problem 9 we gave in Section 1, 
i.e., the state y(v) is an affine continuous function of the control, 
y(v) = A?v + Y. 
One minimizes the “cost function” 
J(v) = 4 /I Cy(v) - Zd 11% 
over the set of feasible controls 
K = {v E ?Z j prv E Kl and p8y(v) 
The sense of notations is the same as in Section 
K# a. 
3.1. The Dual Problem 9* 
E Kz}. 
I, and we also assume 
We proceed as in the case v > 0, however we have now F = 0, G and L 
being unchanged. Then G* andL* are defined in Lemma 2.1, whereas, 
And we can derive the problem 9*. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. The problem B* is the maximization problem 
9*Ep*$$,,*x;y* {- 4 ” p3* ‘IL* - <p3*, cy - ZJ - (p2*, P,Y> 
L*p*=o 
- J(eK,(-p1*) - J%&P2*)1 
whereL*p* = Pl*Pl* + p*(Pz*Pz* + c*p3*1. 
1. To regularize the primal problem, i.e., to add the term (v/2) 11 w II& to 
the cost function of the primal problem is to penalize the dual problem (then 
the constraint L*p* = 0 disappears and the additionnal term of penalization 
(1/2v) II L*p* II& gets in). 
2. As in Section 2 the “cost function” of the dual problem is concave 
but “generally” not strictly concave and not coercitive; thus “generally” 
we may ensure neither existence nor unicity for a solution to S*. 
3. The problem 8* has always a constraint, the set of feasible p* being 
{p* F P* I z~“~(-pr*) < $-co; dK8(-p2*) < +co andL*p* = O}. 
However this last constraint (L*p* = 0) is often very simple, so that often 
B* is not an optimal control problem but is converted into a simple optimiza- 
tion problem. That is illustrated with the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the following problem of distribuate system 
control with v = 0: 
The state y(n) is the solution to 
y--dy =f+vinQ, 
y = Oon a52, 
where 52 is a bounded open “regular” set in RN and f E L2(Q). 
The minimization problem is 
where K = {w EL~(SZ)I 1 er 1 < 1 a.e. in Q and 1 grad y(n)\ < 1 a.e. in Q}. 
One takes the same 9X, W, &‘, @r , @, , C, p2 , K, as in the Example 1 of 
Section 2.1, while p1 is the identity and 
ICI = {v EL2(Q) 1 1 w 1 < 1 a.e. in Q}. 
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Then we have L*p* = p,* + w(p*) where, as in Section 2.1, w(p*) is the 
solution to 
w--w =p, * - divp,* in Q, 
w = Oon a52, 
and we have dKI(-pr*) = Jo 1 p,* 1 dx. 
Applying the Proposition 3.1, the problem 9* is 
SUP p*EL2(n)XLB(n)NXLa(n) 
I- ii j- (PO*)’ dx - s, P~*(Y - ~1 dx 
pl*+w(P+)=Oa.e* 
Now, as in Section 2.1, 
- so Ps*Y dx - ID I%* * grad Y dx = - 1, fw(p*) dx 
and thus B* is the maximization problem 
3.2 The Relations Between 9 and 9* (Case v = 0) 
We again obtain the egality of the extrema of 9 and @*-that gives 
primal-dual relations as in the case v > @--under an additional assumption. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let’s consider the additional assumption (A): 
If v, is a sequence in 4? which verzpes: 
Cy(v,,) bounded in S’, when n-+ oo, 
dhv, > KJ - 0, when n-t CD, 
4whz)~ KJ -+ 0, when n-+ co, 
then V~ is bounded in (8. (Let d denote the distances in Q1 and Qz ind$$?rently). 
Under this additional assumption 
(1) The problem 9’ admits at least one solution 6 E K, 
(2) Theproblems B and B* have the same extremum, 
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(3) If 9”* has a solution (let it be F*) it is connected with any solution B of 
B by the relations: 
L*$* = 0, 
a*, PI-3 = $g <A”> PA with PFEKl> 
w2*> P2YW) = ~gp*> P,>, with P2Ym E % 9 
Cy(v) - Zd + n&* = 0. 
Conversely if v and $* ver’ify these relations, v is solution to 9 and ji* is 
solution to B*. 
Proof. The point 1 is easy to prove by the hypothesis (A), ensuring that 
any minimizing sequence of problem B is bounded, and by the weak lower 
semicontinuity of the cost function of 9. 
After stating the egality of extrema to B and P, the point 3 is obtained as 
in Section 2. Thus we only have to state the egality of extrema to 9 and B*. 
Now we may not proceed as in the case v > 0 for F* is defined with: 
and hence it is continuous at no point. 
However we shall prove that 
Inf P(c) = Sup P*(e), 
for a problem P’(C) which is a penalized form of 8, and the egality of extrema 
to 9 and 9* will derive by passing to the limit. 
This proof uses five lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2.1. Let Y(c) be the following control problem, that we shall call 
the “‘penalized primal problem” : 
y(v) = 5% + y, 
Under the assumption (A), Inf P’(C) -+ Inf 9’ when E -+ 0. 
Proof. It is clear that Inf 9’(c) < Inf 9. Besides, for any v E 9Y’, the 
expression 
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increases when E -+ 0; and thus 
Inf g(e) also increases; hence, 
Inf P(E) -+ 1 < Inf 8. 
We have to state that I = Inf 8. 
Let 01 > 0 be fixed. For any E there exists V(C) E L%! such that 
II CY(44) - Zd /I2 + (1/2W(f,~(4 &I2 + 4fzY(~(4 K2j21 
< Inf T’(e) + (Y < Inf 9 + (Y. 
Therefore the sequence v(c) verifies 
Cy(v(e)) bounded in s?, when E + 0, 
4w(4 &I - 0, when G + 0, 
432Y(44)? K2) - 0, when E +O, 
and, thanks to the hypothesis (A), it is bounded in %. 
Thus we can extract a subsequence, also denoted V(E), such that 
UC’) - UN in % weakly, 
PA4 - Pl% in @i weakly, 
P2Yb44 - P2YbJ in D2 weakly, 
CYkw) - CY(%) in S? weakly. 
Now the functions d(., KJ (i = 1 or 2) are convex continuous and there- 
fore weakly lower semi-continuous. Whence: 0 = lim @TV, KJ >, 
d(~r~~ , Ki) 3 0 and thus plum E Ki . 
In the same way p2y(u,J E K, and thus u, E K. 
As we have 
$11 Cy(~(6)) - zd II2 < Inf 44(c) + OL < Inf B + (Y, 
we derive by passing to the limit and using the weak lower semicontinuity of 
the function 11 * - zd /12: 
And when 01 tends to 0 we have 
Cy(uJ bounded in X when OL--+ 0, 
dhuct > q = 0, 
4mhJ, K2) = 0. 
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Using again the hypothesis (A), we derive: u, - u in 42 weakly whence 
Cy(u,) - Cy(u) in .8 weakly. 
And passing to the lim inf when (Y -+ 0 in the previous inegality, we obtain 
Now u E K for u, E K which is weakly closed; so the inegalities are egalities, 
and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.2.2. By dualizing 9(c) in a convenient way, we obtain for 
9*(e) the regularixed dual problem 
sup 
I! 
*EP I 
- + mp,* II& + II p,* II”,,*1 - + II P3* II>* - (Pa*, cy - aa> 
*p*=O 
- <p,*, P2V - JdzK1(-Pl*) - dd-Pa*)l * 
Proof. We dualize 9’(c) by setting 
F= 0, 
G2(P2) = $4P2 + PRY, K2j2 = $ &&II P, + p,y - v2 II",,, 
Gs and L being unchanged. 
Then we have for instance: 
Proceeding in the same way for G, , we obtain the announced dual problem 
P’*(E). 
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LEMMA 3.2.3. The extrema of Y(E) and P*(C) are equal. The problem 
P*(C) admits a soZutionP*(c). 
Proof. The Rockafellar’s criterion we enounced in (A) in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 is indeed directly available as to the problems P(E), g*(e), the 
functions d( ., Ki) being continuous. 
LEMMA 3.2.4. Sup P*(C) -+ Sup 9*, when E + 0. 
The proof immediately derives by applying the following lemma, easy to 
verify, to problems 8* and B*(E): 
LEMMA 3.2.5. Notations are independent of the context. Let 9 be the 
problem Sup,,, J(x), and let gd(~) be the problem, Sup,,, J<(x), where J and JE 
are real functions deJned on a set X, and verifying the only hypothesis: 
(i) 9(e) admits a solution X(C) E Xfor any E > 0, 
(ii) Jr(x) < J(x) ‘v’x E X, VC > 0, 
(iii) J<(x) + J(x) Vx E X, when r -+ 0. 
Then, Sup P’(e) = Sup,,, JE(x) + Sup 9 = Sup,,, J(x) when E --+ 0. 
Now we may state the egality of extrema to 9 and 9”“. From Lemma 3.2.3 
we have 
Inf P’(C) = Sup P*(E). 
And thanks to Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.4, we obtain by passing to the limit when 
E tends to 0, 
Inf P = Sup 8*, 
which achieves the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
In this work, we were intereted in a problem 8*, dual of 9, and we have 
shown that 9* is often “easier” than 8. Particularly when the subsets KI and 
K, are bounded the problem P* often has no constraint and therefore its 
approach is almost classical, the nondifferentiability of the “cost function” 
of 8* causing fewer difficulties than the constraints on state (cf. [2] and [5]). 
In [I I] we shall consider a method of approach to 9’*, and show that this 
method parallely introduces an approach to 9; however the convergences 
that seem difficult to state directly at primal level are very easy to state by 
passing to dual level; thus we shall have an approach to “optimal functions” 
of the primal problem (optimal control U, optimal state Y(V), as well as 
pr@ and p2y(c) in the case v > 0; optimal observation Cy(a) in the case 
v = 0). 
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